A. 2013-2014

1. Recorded minutes for the OFLA Board Conference meetings
2. Attended the November, January GoToMeeting and March Board meetings, recorded meeting minutes
3. Collected, edited (with assistance of Board members), placed articles and published the Fall 2013 and Winter 2014 editions of the electronic “Cardinal”
5. Wrote an article entitled “The Cardinal: The Ins and Outs”
6. Attended a July proficiency workshop in Columbus to then hold a regional workshop at my school for local teachers
7. Attended a February IPA workshop in Columbus to then hold a regional workshop at my school for local teachers
8. Attended the 2014 Central States Conference on the Teaching of Foreign Languages, including the extension workshop

B. Goals for 2013-2014

1. Continue to collect, edit and place articles to publish the “Cardinal” in the winter, spring and fall editions
2. Attend Board meetings to take minutes
3. Encourage members to contribute to the “Cardinal” by sending reminders out from Wild Apricot and on the listserv with ideas for article topics
4. Facilitate Fall Workshop based on the Central States Conference on the Teaching of Foreign Languages Extension Workshop

Respectfully submitted,

Beth Hanlon
Executive Recorder and Editor for “The Cardinal”